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Manager Compensation Module  
 

Completing the Compensation Module  

***PLEASE USE GOOGLE CHROME*** 
 

▪ From the Manager Self Service Screen (MSS) select Compensation> Compensation Awarding. 
▪ Double Click on 2022 Market Merit to open.  

 
Definitions of Column data 

▪ CompaRatio:  Current pay rate divided by current midpoint of pay range.  Teammates with less than 1.0 

CompaRatio are below market.  Teammates with greater than 1.0 CompaRatio are above market. 

▪ New CompaRatio:  Anticipated new pay rate as of 3/27/22 against midpoint of pay range.  Please note the new 
2022 pay ranges have been uploaded into our production environment.  We will not begin using these new pay 
rates for current teammates and new hires until 3/27/22.  In order to utilize the compensation module within 
our production environment for 2022 market/merit increases, the new pay ranges were required. 

 
Pay Rate Columns 

▪ Current:  Pay rate as of 1/4/22 
▪ New:  Anticipated new pay rate with market/merit adjustments as outlined 

 
Final 2022 Merit Columns 

▪ Budgeted – Annualized amount (4.25% increase off of midpoint) 
▪ Budgeted – Hourly amount (4.25% increase off of midpoint) 
▪ Recommended Increase – based off of mid-year coaching ranking and above/below midpoint.  Target increase 

matrix is: 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

▪ The overall target merit increase is 4%.  Leaders are receiving a budget of 4.25% off of midpoint for all 
teammates.  This enables leaders to adjust, as needed, if teammate performance has improved since mid-year 
coaching.  Other reasons for adjustments could be to address internal equity, compression, or a decrease in 
performance. 

▪ If a leader provided mid-year coaching rank of High (generally more than 30% of staff), the system will reflect 
the leader will be over budget.  What is listed as budget based on mid-year coaching and ranking is what leaders 
need to work within. 
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% Column 
▪ This is the teammates anticipated pay increase off their current base rate.  It will reflect a higher % than 

recommended increase if teammate is below midpoint or a lower % if teammate is above midpoint.  Using a % 
increase off midpoint creates equity in that a teammate below midpoint is receiving the same dollar amount 
increase as a teammate above midpoint.  The reason RSFH provides increases off of midpoint enables 
teammates in their first 7-10 years in role to reach midpoint faster.  As teammates progress over 
midpoint/market, the approach is to slow down increases as the goal is not to get to the maximum of the pay 
range.  Once teammates surpass midpoint, leaders should be having conversations with teammates of what’s 
next or how can the individual continue to bring greater value to the organization as they receive upwards of 
20% over market. 

Amount Column 
▪ Projected merit increase based on mid-year coaching ranking and whether teammate is current above/below 

midpoint. 
Market Column 

▪ There are 62 positions receiving a market adjustment.  This year the market adjustments are predominantly 
with positions in the $15-$20 range as the organization moves to a pay minimum of $15.00/hour in 2022.  We 
are pushing up other positions that need to be above $15.00 to be competitive with the local market. 

Lump Sum 
▪ If a teammate’s merit increase would place their final pay rate over the maximum of the pay range, the portion 

above the maximum of the pay range is being calculated as a lump sum (based off of FTE).  Teammates will 
receive this lump sum on their April 15 paycheck. 

 
▪ The graphic at the top of the manager’s awarding view indicates the % of the budget awarded and the % of 

teammates with a completed merit recommendation.  If leaders are within +/- $2,000 of merit budget, it is 
considered to be within budget. 

 
 

 
 
 

▪ The Totals tab provides you with a snap-shot of merit increase, any market adjustment totals, and lump sum 
increases for teammates who may be at the maximum of the pay range.  In order to be consider in budget the 
merit budget and allocated merit numbers need to be within +/- $2,000. 

 
 
 
 

▪ If you wish to update a teammate’s merit increase, you can update the teammate’s pay increase amount and 
click save or you can check the teammates you want to update, and click the undo button.  When selecting undo 
it clears out the proposed increase amount. 

 
 
 

▪ A Needs Review tab will appear with the teammate’s you selected to update.   
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Questions or Need Help? Please email 

HRCompensation@rsfh.com 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

▪ Enter the new merit increase for each teammate and click submit. 
 

▪ When you have completed your merit increase review, are within budget, please work with your Director for 
final sign-off.  When you click Submit the merit increase workflow approval request will appear in the Director’s 
In basket in MyHR. 
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